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Selections from the 2015 edition of the "Longing for the Divine" wall calendar: Whoever kindness

graces, is beautified by it (Prophetic tradition), When love touches down, serenity unfolds

(Boutchichi), You! Who was gifted with wings-Why crawl? (Rumi), Quieting the ego enlivens the

heart (Imam 'Ali), When at the Beloved's door, bring your entirety (Sanai), Most beloved to the

Divine is granting relief to the distressed (Chisti), Ennui, pangs of quiet desperation, lodged deep in

my heart - only the Beloved is a cure (Rabi'a), No matter the drop's belief- the Ocean remains

forever as the Ocean (Attar), Whoever beholds the Divine, serves with brimming joy every created

thing (Jilani), Each of your breaths is accompanied by the Merciful (Ansari), On the shore, safety is

assured. But deep in the waters lie riches beyond compare (Saadi), Quiet reflection is the lantern of

the heart (Imam Haddad) ////////// Following its best-selling 2014 calendar, Andalusian Arts presents

the 2015 edition: Twelve stunning images captured by world-class photographers of the spiritual

tapestry of the Muslim world, coupled with the wisdom-words of scholar-saints such as Attar, Rumi

and Chisti... a colorful glimpse into the living universe of traditional Islamic spirituality.
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Seller was genuinely interested in making sure product reached safely and securely. The calendar

itself was very good quality. Received compliments from multiple people so far. The pictures along

with the quotes are a perfect combination. Colors and material of paper used is perfect. Look

forward to turning the pages after every passing month. Again, good quality product, with

reasonable pricing!!



Absolutely love this calendar for its impressive art, dual calendar dates and the magnificent quotes

(thats an extra bonus). I searched the internet for a good calendar and this was just one of its kind.

My wife loves it too.I highly recommend this to everyone.

I really love these Longing for the Divine Wall Calendars.The 2015 edition is yet again, a work of art!

The photography is so incredibly beautiful and the quotations are such a feast for the soul and a

healing for the heart! May ALLAH bless you for all the effort and work that goes into such a splendid

production fueled by love for and faith in HIM!

Beautiful as always. Every year we look forward to hanging a new calendar from this series and it

always exceeds expectations. Pleased with the speed of delivery however I wish you would start

selling on  UK too!

Perfect fit for my needs. My dream is to travel and this keeps that present for me. Along with some

meaningful words of wisdom each month to live by.

The pictures in this calendar are beautiful mA, and I really appreciate that there are accompanying

quotes (although I sometimes wish they were a little longer/ more focused), as that is my type of

calendar. However, the calendar is a bit small for a wall calendar, certainly smaller than wall

calendars I have used before, by about half an inch on each side. This is my fault for not reading the

dimensions beforehand, but a good thing for others to be aware of, and also if the company is

reading these- please make the calendar a little bigger! This means that there isn't much room to

actually write in the date squares. I like the double hijri/gregorian dates, but I would have loved to

see other religious holidays on the calendar as well. Overall, the absolute best thing about this

calendar are the pictures, which are BEAUTIFUL, the best of any calendar I have owned. But it

would be perfect if it were just more practical.

I have bought this calendar every year. The pictures are beautiful. I highly recommend it.

Gorgeous photography and inspiring quotes in this Gregorian/Islamic combo calendar.
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